
Date of issue of Result: 26 .10.2023

241191120743818 241191240001589 241191240195829 241192240447077 241194120717634
241194120945306 241194150668230 241194151018269 241194261118560 241195130438187

TOTAL:10

241192240403054 241192241020394 241194120911173 241194171095294 TOTAL:04

241194130935783 241194150950310 241194271059193 TOTAL:03

241191240961692 241192300234729 241193120910579 241194131060724 241194150644065
241194260642608 TOTAL:06

CHAIRMAN

The result of following Roll Nos.are not qualified in TST (Typing Skill Test) / found Fit in lower 
Medical standard for Level 5

The selected candidates should note that the panel is provisional and does not confer on them
any right to appointment on Railway unless a) they produce original certificates of educational
qualification, age and community in support of their eligibility; b) vacancies are available; c)
complete the requisite administrative formalities/procedures and; d) their photograph,
signature, handwriting and other details in their application matches, before appointment and
actual joining. 
Offer of appointment will be made by the Principal Chief Personnel Officer, of the Railway
concerned, if found otherwise suitable, including medical examination as per rules.
IMPORTANT: Beware of the " TOUTS" who may misguide the candidates with false promises of
getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB
exams is fully computerized and selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.
While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board
reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions,  if any.

The above result is purely provisional and in case if any candidate is found to have been
debarred by any of the RRBs, his/her candidature will be cancelled and liable to be removed
from service at any later stage.
The detail of the above result is displayed on the official website of Railway Recruitment
Board, Mumbai www.rrbmumbai.gov.in and also on the Notice Board of Railway Recruitment
Board, Mumbai.

WESTERN RAILWAY CATEGORY NO. 3

The result of following Roll Nos.are cancelled as they are absent or absconded  for Document 
Verification/Medical Examination.

The result of following Roll Nos.are withheld for further verification

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD
DIVISIONAL OFFICE COMPOUND, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400 008

SUPPLEMENTARY RESULT: LEVEL  5 NTPC (CAT NO.3)

On the basis of 1st stage Computer Based Test held from 15.12.2020 to 31.03.2021,CBT-2
held on 09.05.202 , Typing Skill Test held on 12.08.2022 and 27.08.2022 followed by
Additional Document verification 5 on 18.10.2023 and block date on 25.10.2023 and on being
found medically fit for the above post and the candidates who were kept withheld (part result)
are recommended provisionally for appointment by RRB Mumbai. The Roll Nos. are given
below. 

C.E.N. NO. 01/2019 NTPC



Cut off:-
Railway UR SC ST OBC EWS

Cat 3 WR 78 69 ----- 78 76.33333

Note: The Cut Marks is out of 120

CHAIRMAN

CEN 01/2019 (NTPC)  CUT OFF MARKS FOR LEVEL 5 ADV-5 AS 
ON 26/10/2023


